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LambAle - a Traditional

Event?

I remembereither hearing or reading somewherethe quest ion - "Howlong should
an event exist before it can be classed as Traditional?"
Trinity Monday

Back in 1979 when the village of Kirtlington in Oxfordshire began to show a
renewed interest in the Kirtlington Morris Dance Tradition, no one involved
at that time had any real idea of what would happen over the future years.
Kirtlington had in the past been a major meeting place for the Oxfordshire
Morris. This always occurred at the LambAle, an event held in the village on
Trinity Monday, that is the week after Whit Mondayand 8 weeks after Easter
Monday, when Kirtlington and its team played host to all comers. Many
collectors obtained information about the event and manydancers told stories
of dancing at the LambAle, which apparently ceased to be held, for various
reasons, around 1860.
Although the association between the Morris and LambAle appeared to end at
that time, there continued to be some kind of celebration within the village
to commemorateTrinity Monday. This of late, in the last 40 years, had taken
the form of a village feast and a cricket match, with a fun fair held on the
green. There was some Morris dancing , with the Oxford University Morris side
dancing after the feast and before the cricket match.
This 'cosy' and private village arrangement continues to this day, but instead
of the Oxford University team, the feast is attended by The Kirtl ington Morris
Men, and acts as their final Lamb Ale performance for the year. On the
previous two days they have 'danced their socks off' around the village .
The spark

Returning to 1979, the impetus for the revival
several sources.

in Kirtl ington came from

Firstly , and I believe most importantly, there was someone in the village who
had a real interest in and commitment to the revival . I refer to Len and
Barbara Berry, without whomnothing would exist today. It was their enthusiasm
that pulled together all the disparate threads that often engulf events before
they start. Both had a long association with the youth of the village while
organising the local scout troop, and this, coupled with their interest in
traditional music, proved to be the spark with which the village rekindled an
attraction to its own dancing tradition.
The researcher
Secondly

came Paul Davenport , a Morris

dancer

from the faraway

and totally

unrelated and non-Cotswold town of Doncaster in Yorkshire! Paul had kept
coming into contact with the name of Kirtl ington and its Lamb Ale while
researching Morris, and thought it would be a great idea to attempt with his
team, Green Oak Morris, to specialise in the Kirtlington style.
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Paul soon discovered that there is very little information in existence on the
Kirtlington dances . In fact the collectors, Cecil Sharp, George Butterworth
and Mary Neal , only produced enough between them to create 2 dances Trunkles, of which there was a full description and Old WomanTossed Up
simply described as a Sidestep and Half Hey dance.
'
However it was stated that the dances were very similar to those from the
neighbouring village of Bucknell , and that on occasions some of the
Kirtl ington team also danced for Bucknell. Mary Neal also stated that the list
of tunes used was similar to that at Bampton
Armedwith this minimal information, Paul set about the re-construct ion of
several dances based on the style as described for Trunkles . These he taught
to Green Oak Morris.
The third element

The third element in the mix I have to admit was myself . I had
at singing events, etc. around Oxfordshire and had suggested to
should try to get a team going in the village . It was not until
approached them directly (without my involvement) that this
possible.

met the Berrys
them that they
Paul Davenport
seemed at all

In an effort to drum up support in Kirt l i ngton , Green Oak Morris and The
Adderbury Morris Men, of whomI was then Squire and Foreman, agreed to dance
in the village (at the DashwoodArms) on the Trinity Sunday 1979. In addition
to the dancing , Len and Barbara also ran a singing session . These events
proved so successful that Len and Barbara were able to persuade a dozen or so
local recruits from the village to start learning the dances . I volunteered
my services to teach the basics and help them understand and interpret some
of the notes on dances reconstructed by Paul Davenport. Barbara Berry provided
the music on the piano accordion .
Early Trunkles

Those early practice days seem so far in the past now and memorytells me that
the teaching of 5 dances : Trunkles , 01d WomanTossed Up, Lumps of Pl um
Pudding, Glorishears and Bonny Green, was hard work and took the whole year
to accomplish; but accomplish them the team did . Only 2 out of the 12 members
of the team had any previous dance experience . These were Ian Harris and Tim
Laughton, both Adderbury dancer s with strong personal assoc i ations with
Kirtlington .
Len Berry decided from the outset that he wished to revive the whole LambAle
concept with other teams dancing in the vi llage , the Bowery(a rough building
of tree boughs to hold the 'free' beer for dancers) , the LambPies , the Forest
Feathers (garlands of branches , flowers and ribbons) and a procession around
the village

, etc .

So in June 1980, this was all to happen on Trinity Sunday, with the day before
given over to Ki rtl ington Morris dancing around the village with a guest team,
this first year being old friends Green Oak Morris .
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The LambAle

~rom these humble beginnings the 'new' Kirtlington LambAle Weekendhas grown
into a fu~l wee~end of events, including a folk dance on Saturday evening,
song sessions in the pubs, 2 processions, a family church service lamb
roasts, a craft fair, camping next to the village hall and up to 18 i~vited
dance ~earns of ~any varietie~ dancing throughout the village . To top
everything_off, with the exception of the Saturday dance, there is no charge
for attending the weekend, and there are plenty of places within the village
to buy good food at not an outrageous cost .
This year , June 5th and 6th , 1993, was blest with glorious hot and sunny
weather, as seems to have been the case for the previous 3 years . I would not
class it as wonderful dancing weather , but much better than rain and so much
better for viewing the dancing .
The Rock of Gibraltar

On Saturday, Kirtlington invited Wakefield Morris and Kemp's Menof Norwich
to dance with them. This not only involved dancing in the village, but also
a boat trip on a canal narrow boat from The Rock of Gibraltar at Bletchington
to The Boat at Thrupp and back (these being 2 pubs!). To see 40 dancers ,
musicians and hangers-on, plus one dog, stepping gingerly onto a 75 foot
(long], 6 foot wide narrow boat with a bar , is quite a sight . As I was the
backup car driver to take the overflow , I was not one of the lucky crew, but
it seemed a very relaxing trip between 2 dancing spots .
Wakefield Morris always bring that little extra element of enjoyment into
their dancing often missing in other teams. I think they are one of the best
mixed North West teams around and an asset to any weekend of dance.
Kemp's Men were an interesting and enjoyable contrast to Kirtlington with
their Cotswold dancing. Although based very much on the general style of
dancing employed by most men' s teams in this country, they add to their
dancing adventurous versions of Ascot-under-Wychwoodand their own devised 8
man 'Norfolk' dances. They also fitted very well into the general scheme of
the weekend, taking full advantage of the many different beers available in
Oxfordshire.
Tickled Pink

The dance on Saturday evening was to Tickled Pink, with caller Mick Brooks.
Judging by the difficulty we had getting everyone to leave at the end so we
could clear the hall for the Sunday Craft Fair, the dancers certainly enjoyed
themselves to excess . The song spots, particularly at the DashwoodArms, were
also well attended giving the opportunity for dancers with sore feet to lose
their

voices

as well!

The Lord and Lady of The Lamb

Sunday is however the main day to view the dancing over the LambAle Weekend,
and the day when most teams attend . For those with strong constitutions and
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the ability to rise reasonably early after a night of dance and booze, there
is a Procession by all teams (who have arrived) from the top of the village
to the church.
The Procession is always led by The Lord and Lady of The Lamb, flanked by The
Forest Feathers and on occasion by a decorated Lamb or Sheep. These are
followed, rather daintily avoiding the sheep droppings, by The Kirtlington
Maids and The Kirtlington Morris Men, who spontaneously burst occasionally
into their processional dance - TownGreen Processional .
The first Procession this year was marked for me by an attempt by Windsor
Morris to dance all the way, i.e . from the top of the village to the church.
Nowthe distance is around about a mile, which doesn't sound much, but in
temperatures approaching 75 F, it is not easy . I am happy to report however
that Windsor did manage the feat , and it didn't seem to affect their dancing
during the rest of the day.
0

During the Church Service that follows , most teams invited arrive and prepare
themselves for the second Procession from the Church to the Primary School,
which is one of the sites for dancing during the day.
I actually missed the procession this year, as I discovered that my son had
left his Adderbury kit at home, so we had to make a mad dash up the road to
fetch it and for me to change from my Kirtlington kit to my Adderbury kit. Of
course no one would believe me and simply thought it was a way of avoiding
dancing in the second procession!
The Dancing

Once the processions are over, the dancing starts in earnest at the school,
always with Kirtlington Morris followed by The Kirtlington Maids dance. This
is a dance conceived by a local school teacher at the start of the revival and
now taught to interested young girls from the local school every year.
This is followed with dancing by the guests at the 4 sites arranged around the
village - the School, The Dashwoodand Oxford Armspubs and The Village Hall the site also of the Craft Fair.
Every attempt is made by Kirtlington to rotate teams through these sites so
that both public and dancers see the maximumof the teams dancing.
The invited guest list this year consisted of - The Adderbury Morris Men,
BamptonMorris Men, Charlbury Morris Men, Ducklington Morris, EynshamMorris,
Grand Union Rapper, Icknield WayMorris of Wantage, Kemp's Men, Mason's Apron
North West Morris, Oxford City Morris Men, Rogue Morris of Oxford, Seven
Champions Molly Dancers, Tanglefoot Clog, Wakefield Morris , Wheatley Morris
Men and last but not least Windsor Morris.
The list

should

have included

Men, who unfortunately

both North Leigh Morris

and Sherborne

Morris

could not make it on the day.

Splendid Spectacle

Nowit would be a monumental task to review and commenton the dancing of all
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these teams, and I would not like the job of even thinking about it .
However, as one can imagine, it was a very special spectacle for audience and
dancers alike. This has nowbeen the situation every year since its inception .
With the except ion of a Ring Meeting or the Morris Federation AGMor The
Marlboro Ale in the USA
, I knowof no other situation where so manyteams can
be seen at one session .
This only goes to prove, to me at least , that the annual Kirtlington LambAle
is fast becoming one of the premier Morris events in the calendar and one not
to be missed. I knowthat it is the aim of the Kirtlington Morris to continue
to produce the event and wherever possible to invite the very best in Morris
from everywhere it is performed.
In 1992 the team played host to NewtowneMorris of Boston, Massachusetts , USA
and a team of Dutch Folk Dancers called The Muellenvelders , so the festival
is beginning to have International overtones . In fact this year Kirtlington
were very disappointed that The Bouwerie Boys from NewYork, USA
, who wer e in
the country at the time , could not attend because of a prior arrangement.
Next year

In 1994, The Kirtlington LambAle will be held
the 4th and 5th , i .e . the week afte r the late
happens to be Trinity Monday. The weekend is
Trinity Mondayweekend to avoid the clash with

on the first weekend in June,
May Bank Holiday, which just
changed from the Traditional
Bampton.

I started by rais ing the question of how l ong does something have to exist
before it is classed as Traditional .

Kirtlington LambAle, even with its long enforced break , is now one of the
most important 'traditional'
events in this country - if you don't agree , come
along next year and see for yourself and be swept up in the enthusiasm created
by those attending , dancers and general public alike - I know you will find
it worthwhile .
July1993

Tim Radford
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I leap,

I fall

down!

Fiz Markhamplied two of Hammersmith(Jeff Dent, Squire and Darrell Hurtt
forema~) with lot? of questions (and probably a few drinks) to obtain th~
following revelations about one of our better knownmorris teams . ..
Horris Hatters: Howdid Hammersmithstart? Howwho and why?
HMM:
Hammersmithstarted in 1959. We have no original members left in the
side .
I first saw HammersmithMorris Men in 1974, and there are only two people
still in the side from then. If you want a couple of famous names there are
Hugh Rippon and John Kirkpatrick who were members in the 1960s.
The side was started by people like Hugh Rippon from the local folk club. I
don't know if this is absolutely right , but I think John Kirkpatrick at about
age 12 only started playing the melodeon because of Hammersmith
. That time was
a major revival of morris dancing .
HH:Whatdo you dance now?
HMM
:Bampton, Longborough, Adderbury and we've started redoing some Fieldtown,
and lost Lichfield recently. The only odd one is Upton-on Severn.
HH:Fieldtown was dropped. Why?
HMM:We
tried to introduce a new tradition,
which left that season without
Fieldtown, but the Fieldtown was reintroduced, reviewed and revised .
MM:How
would you descr;be your overall style?
HMM:Slower
than a lot of teams; we deliberately try to keep it slow, and high
up rather than the general fast and low. We probably are not as high as the
side used to be. Also, the average age of the side has crept up over the
years, BUTit is still younger than an awful lot of sides . I used to dance in
side where there are still a lot of the original members still dancing that
were young in 1972 when the side was formed.
Hammersmithhas a relatively high turnover . There are eight or nine dancers
I can think of from five years ago that are no longer dancing with us . For
some reason we seem to attract all the waifs and Australians from all round
the world . I don't know why. We've had a Latvian turn up at practice , four
Australians, an American, a Canadian and a Pole. Weseem to have formed a link
with Britannia Morris Menfrom Melbourne? I don't know of many other teams in
that situation .
HH:How
do you take new members into the side?
HMM:Word
of mouth. Wedon't really consciously advertise ourselves . Wedo the
things most teams do to get new members. A number of the newer members were
already dancers with other teams and had met Hammersmithand then movednearer
London. Wehad one new memberfrom a workshop we ran in Sidmouth who was new
to morris .
HM:How
do you want to appear in front of other teams and the public? What are
your aims as a performing group? What are you working towards?
HMM:My
personal feeling is that I'd like people to come away having seen us
thinking, "Well , they can dance a bit . ". The rest of it I'm not too concerned
about. We've got a bit of a reputation with the Ring for being rowdy, but I'm
not worried about that, as long we don't break anybody's bones or anything
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like that.
It's a question of public and private as well . The most outrageous things we
get up to are things like the Ring feasts. That's behind closed doors. Out in
public, I sometimes get embarrassed by what Hammersmithgets up to . I don't
think we're as roguish as is generally thought . My impression is that
HammersmithMorris of the past few years is not as outrageous as it was 10 or
15 years ago when they were all younger . I'd rather be remembered for our
dancing than our non-dancing as it were.
HH:There's been quite a lot of contention with the Ring, hasn't there? You
have quite a reputation for being rebellious.
HMM
:Yes, we were ticked off for bad behaviour at the 1992 Ring feast by the
officers of the Ring. I'm not particularly bothered about it . Weasked that
if they had any serious complaint to put it in writing , but they never did.
Wegot a copy of the 1968 Guidelines for Behaviour at Ring meetings, and it
sounds like nothing's changed. Myonly reaction to all of this is that when
you put 200 men together in a hall , in an evening , behind closed doors, many
(although not all) of whomhave been drinking for 8 or 9 hours, maybe 10-15
pints of beer, and then give them even more free beer, what do you really
expect? Our behaviour is not reminiscent of football hooligans , it's just a
little bit of high jinks. If practised at a Cambridge University dinner, it
would be seen as , "Jolly good! Aren' t the boys a laugh!"
HH:I believe you were instrumental in getting some change in allowing women
to represent other organisations at Ring meetings?
HMM:
We11, it was suggested that we put forward a motion that the Ring no
longer insist on a male representative from other morris organisations. I
thought it was a cheek that the Ring made this stipulation and was more than
happy to put forward the motion at the Reps meeting . And the motion was agreed
that representatives did not have to be male.
There was some reaction at the meeting which appalled me, that letting women
in might be the thin end of the wedge, but I was encouraged by the reactions
of others, who said that we should be sensible about this. Again, it's behind
closed doors . Who's it going to harm? If there are people within the Morris
Ring who still for some obscure reason want to go off and organise all-male
events , that's their prerogative . For instance, Hartley : we always go downto
their Ale, and they don't come up to ours because our Ales are mixed and they
don't dance with women. You see , Hammersmith's been in the Ring since the
sixties - a long time - and we haven't always seen eye to eye, and I don't
suppose that will change. A particular point is the question of women's morris
and the way the Ring operates . Wefeel that we ought to try to change things
from within, and try to bring it into the 90s. The worst thing to do would be
to leave: it would be accepting defeat. For example the Ring wish at the
momentto encourage mass displays which we believe are the worst things ever .
They want to involve as many dancers as possible. I think you can still do
that without everybody trying to dance to a tune they don't know, at a speed
that they don't know and a tradition that they're only vaguely familiar with .
We objected

at the last

Ring meeting

we went to , and refused

to take

part

-

not that we were allowed to anyway as we were late!
HH:Let's move away from the Ring. Howabout your style of dancing? Why do you
dance in your style? Howdid you arrive at that style?
HMM:
For us, we came from other teams and had to unlearn what we'd learnt
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there. I remember being told by t~e then Foreman that I danced too smoothly,
and that I should try to be more Jerky. Our traditions are quite high, except
fo~ Bampton. Wehave a very snappy crisp style . Wetry to movequickly slowly,
which sounds odd. Wetry to move quickly from one figure / position to another
the changes are quick , we define the shapes of the dance clearly and not just
having a milling of bodies. Wedance to the music, rather than worry about the
lines and things like that , but really it's about keeping and identifying the
shapes. Quite often when we go out I say , "OKboys, let's do it in time to the
music this time. I'm always surprised at the number of dancers I see, and
this is rarely within Hammersmith
, that see the music as a bit of background,
a bit of entertainment with a bit of dancing . I don't consider that they're
really dancing . It annoys and frustrates me when I see teams dancing out of
time to the music. Also, I think when you're out on tour , you should only have
one musician , however many join in at practice. We have are very lucky in
that we have one very good musician , Ian Dedic, and also have other musicians
who know the repertoire , and more importantly , our style. It doesn't work to
use musicians from other teams, unless they know our style .
11

HH:Whatturns the team on?
HMM:Beer!
Socialising!
Wedrink as a team. Whenwe go away on a weekend, we tend to do everything as
a team. I do like to instil a team spirit. For example, I'll encourage us all
to go together as a team on the train, and even better we'll take a polypin
of beer on the train with us . Wesleep in the same place . I suppose we're a
team of individualists;
we've got some absolute characters in the team. We
ritually abuse other sides , as a team.
HH:Whatturns you off?
HMM:
Excessively bad dancing . Dancing out of time to the music; flat, fast
dancing ; most things come downto dancing . Because we have our own indiv idual
style of social interaction , we tend overlook most other people's social
behaviour , as long as they're not throwing broken bottles .
One of the big turn-offs within the s ide are people who don't fit in. We've
had some recently , who come down to the pub after practice and talk about
things that no one in the side is interested in e.g . steam trains. It's not
the steam trains that turn us off , it's whether the person is also going to
get off on the same things that we do. Anyonewho comes along has to fit, and
I must stress that mostly they do. Weseem to attract people for the most part
who do fit in, and most people who don' t , quickly realise this and that they
won't become a HammersmithMorri s man. Because we're such a sociable side ,
it doesn't take long to discover.
MM:What
would you p;ck out from Hammersmjthhjstory that are hjgh]jghts?
HMM
:I think one would be Hammersmith's suspension from the Ring, in 1978, I
think. Wepointed out to them there was nothing in their constitution which
allowed them to throw anybody out. Then I think it was after the 1980 Br istol
Ring meeting we got almost got suspended again , which caused a bit of a
kerfuffle

, having been reinstated

in the meantime.

So all

that

was a sort

of

highlight of a negative incident .
Another set of highlights are the trips the side's made to Letterkenny . There
are some really good stories about that . Things like one of the guys falling
asleep in Blake's Bar and having half his facial hair was shaved off. Whenhe
woke up about half an hour later , he went to the loo and when he came back,
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he was absolutely f'ing and blinding , howeveryone was completely childish and
moronic and how he was never going to speak to any of them ever again , and
stormed.off to bed. And when he came downto breakfast the following morning,
every single memberof Hammersmithwho had facial hai r, had shaved half of it
off . The clean-shaven ones had drawn in half of a beard in with eyebrow
pencil . That's HammersmithMorris encapsul ated !
Wegot filmed on two pop videos , Kirstie McColl and Del Amitri . They just come
out of the blue.
For me [Jeff Dent] it was being accepted as Squire , when I was left , comatose
in a pub at the Victory Ale. I'd been flexing my muscles as squire about them
not all being in the same pub together , not being where I could get hold of
everybody, and not being ready to dance. Anyhow
, we went to the pub about 7.30
while the hall was being set up, and I felt a bit under the weather and lay
down on the bench, hidden by a table . WhenI woke up it was about 9 o'clock ,
and there was no sign of anybody else in the morris near . The pub was full of
couples having romantic meals, who all stared at me in absolute hor ror as I
arose from behind the table , and the landlord apologised for not having woken
me up when he was supposed to - five minutes after my friends had gone, about
an hour before . The beauty of it was, there was a beer mat, peeled in half ,
and written on it was, "Dear Squire , Gone for meal, Love, your side" , signed
by everybody in the side and this was their way of getting back at me. I got
my ownback that evening by phoning up the hall , pretending to be a pol iceman
saying that one of Hammersmithhad been arr ested , but then got back and had
missed my dinner . So on the Sunday I introduced the 'IO-yard rule ' where no
one was to movemore than 10 yards away from me, which was OKuntil I was in
t he loo and they all decided that they should be there too , peering over the
cubicle walls , saying ," We're here , we're here! What do you want us to do,
boss?" Luckily they chose my cubicle , and not the next-door one which was also
occupied .
Whenwe go in for leg-pulls , we don' t stop until the leg comes off in our
hand.
For me [Darrell Hurtt] some of the best th i ngs have been the annual meals in
February. They' re an excellent opportunity for everyone to be together , but
to be individuals . It's one of the things about Hammersmiththat ' s hard to
expla in. We can be a gr oup of outrageous individuals that all fit in with
everyone else.
HH:Anythingelse that's good?
HMM
:Going out with other teams. We're very sociable in that r espect. Welike
the joint stands . We pick sides for our tours that we get on with . But we
don't often go out with sides we don' t al r eady know. I can' t r ememberwhat
i t ' s like to be in a s ide wher e you don't know any other sides . So you realise
that year after year you' re seeing t he same teams, at our ale , at t heir ale ,
but it wor ks. If it don' t br oke, don't f i x it . Occasionally we meet new teams,
at something

that

anothe r t eam' s organised

. We enjoy

making f ri ends with ne w

sides that way.
Later i n 1993, HammersmithMorris Men won the Dance Competi tion at Sidmouth .
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"FROM
DANCE
TO PERFORMANCE"
Run by Dave Dye and Chris Rose at Sidmouth Festi val , August 1993
Dave and Chris ran the workshops on the theme of morris dance and how to
create a good performance . They have both been involved for many years in
thinking about performances , particularly as members of the Seven Champions
Molly Dancers. Chris was also rushing away from these sessions to M. C. on the
Arena at Sidmouth, so he was well placed to speak on the subject of dance
performances!
The following are the notes collated at the workshop held regarding
participants'
feelings about dance performance in general .
DANCE
ANDDANCERS
@

LIKES

Dancers enjoying and showing enthusiasm for what they are doing -this was
commentedon by many of the groups although it was pointed out that 'stage
smiles ' were not necessa r ily the answer.
Energetic dancing which shows competence and confidence and some orig inality
particularly when performi ng for an audience of dancers .
Structure of a performance should be considered to show variety and balance
and a continuous performance . Entrances and exits should alter to suit the
dance. Starting and finishing dances should be carefully chosen and spots
should not go on too long - "Leave them wanting more!"
Performance can be improved by theatrical , dramatic , unusual or 'surpr i se '
elements . Contrasts in movement within dances is worthwhile as well as in
different dances .
Integrity and the bel ief that what you are doing (and how you are doing it)
is good and worthwhile . NEVER
apologise to your audience , even by implication ,
for what you are doing .
Dances which are adapted from others learned in workshops or observed in the
f ield should not be danced as slavish copies .
® DISLIKES

Monotonous or ' flat ' dancing.
Dancing on and off - beware of leaving your audience with nothing to applaud .
Not a11 dances lend themselves to dancing on and off - give it some
consideration .
Incompetence.
Lack of planning a performance - the sound man and the lighting experts could
be your best friends in an important arena setting or large venue - GETTHEM
ON YOURSIDE!
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The 'this is how it should be done' syndrome - why should any dance be done
in a particular way?
'Introversion ' - dance for your audience , not yourselves . The best place t o
watch many dances is from the middle of the set - as this is not always a good
idea(!) try for some alternative .
Internal strife
audience .

within a side , in-jokes

which are not shared with the

Styles of dancing becoming over danced (recent examples included Border and
Appalachian).
Over ambitious dancing which looks ' effortful ' .
AUDIENCE
RAPPORT
© LIKES

Sides who assess their audience and perform accordingly. Humour, for example,
which works for other dancers may not work for Joe Public.
Audience participation . Includes involving members of audience in dancing ,
fools and other characters talking to members of the audience . The position
of the set or the position of the audience can be adjusted according to the
venue.
Entertaining

and audible 'front

person '.

Eye contact between side , musicians and audience .
Professional ism - from the momentyou are contacted and asked to perform until
the whole event has finished - e . g. ensur ing that the dancing surface etc . is
suitable for your style of dance.
Good use of extraneous characters .
General good communication with the audience , no matter whether it is two men
and a dog outside the local pub or thousands at the Sidmouth arena .
® DISLIKES

Unfilled gaps between dances. The audience may wander off if they do not
realise that your performance has not finished and that you are about to
r eturn to do another dance . One suggestion was that the audience should , at
some stage, be given some idea of the duration of the stand . Announcers can
fill these gaps as can the musici an(s).
'Shambling ' on and off , mut tering and (pet hate of typist!)
organised beforehand .

failure to get set

Talk ing 'off stage ' between side members so that audience cannot hear .
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Dancers blocking audience when they are not actually dancing.
Poor announcements which mean nothing to the audience.
Microphones - to be debated at a later date.
Failed humour.... although good humourenhances a performance a great deal and
is perhaps not seen often enough.

MUSIC/MUSICIANS
© LIKES

Good dancer / musician communication. There' s nothing worse than reaching the
end of a dance and then commenting how fast it was!!
Large bands - where appropriate - as long as they are a band and not a
collection of odd musicians . Howeverthey do not always suit the dance and a
single musician or singer who is sympathetic and understands a dance style may
be infinitely better for them.
Musicians in kit which complements that of the dancers and who are obviously
part of the team.
® DISLIKES

Musicians who block the audience. Often the musician or musicians stand in the
optimumplace for watching the dance . Always take this into consideration when
planning a stand and make use of any natural advantages that the venue has.
'Bird watching' musicians. They should be watching the dancers and varying the
music accordingly .
Music which is too fast.
Flat , uninspired music.
KIT

© LIKES

Bright or noticeable kit which is obviously different

from everyday clothes .

Dancers and musicians who are well kitted and obviously a team.
Clean and well cared for kit.

This should apply to all members of the side.

® DISLIKES

'Tatty' or 'naff' kit.
individual taste) .
Inappropriate

(Although perhaps this is at least in part a matter of

kit for the style of dance.
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Somemembersof the side wearing hats and some not .
Adjusting kit in public .
In relation to the above, various other points were discussed .
Dancing out with other teams was identified as a problem area when it comes
to a performance. One suggestion was that if your side puts on a performance
it may be better to do a stand of , eg, 10 minutes per side rather than
alternating dances. Communicationbetween announcers could also be useful!
Sides can dance in different parts of the same venue if their needs are
incompatible .
Single tradition sides are not able to put variety into their performances in
the same way, but by carefully looking at their repertoire and putting dances
into order, this can be overcome. Jigs can be usefully employed.
00000000000000000000

The next sect ion summarises the thoughts at a workshop focussing on what
people want from the music.

MORRIS
MUSIC
The mus1c1ans and dancers should work closely together . Discussion revealed
that often there is poor understanding and communicationbetween musicians and
dancers . Musicians are a vital part of the side and should be closely involved
in the development of dances and performances.
Instruments can be expensive , financial support with repairs or insurance may
be a good idea especially for young musicians .
Musicians should be suitably attired

and look part of the side.

Bands are a good idea for some styles of dancing. Howeverthey must be a band
for the morris and not a miscellaneous collection of musicians or a ceilidh
band.
Do not encourage people to play percussion in public who cannot.

The music must fit the dance and lift
the wrong beat.

the dancing. Do not put the emphasis on

000000000000000000000000

Wethen movedon to consider what the important elements of dance design are ,
thinking

about good and bad features.

DANCE
DESIGNWORKSHOP
Makeuse of unusual features of tunes.
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Dances should look more complex than they are - not vice versa .
Identify a theme for the dance.
A good dance: has a dramatic structure and progression . It must be in sympathy
in setting and event to be danced in.
A dance should not be too long.
Punctuation in music and in dance.
All team should be involved with development. They must own it.
Goodmorphology is necessary .
Develop other people's ideas, do not simply copy.
Exploit the talents
'Involve'

of the side (and not its weaknesses) .

the audience and do not be 'introverted'

.

The costume should suit the dance.
Think about why you want the dance i .e . what purpose does it serve in your
repertoire?
Do not over use or over feature a character (eg Molly or Fool).
DONOTOVERUSEA GIMMICK.
You can have too many good ideas in one dance. Discard or save some for
another day. One dance usually equals one idea.
Dances should have subtlety.
The whole repertoire
towards this .

should have variety and flexibility

. You should build

Keep within your style.
If it feels wrong do not do it . ... BUTgive the idea a chance.
Good dances and dancing requires work.
0000000000000000000000000000

If you enjoyed the sessions last year or these notes have set you thinking,
then you'll

be glad to hear that

Dave and Chris are scheduled

series of workshops this year at Sidmouth.
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THEEARLY
HISTORY
OF THEMORRIS
The second half of an abridged version of Roy's talk
instructional
weekend on November 1992.

given at the Wantage

Whatdid it look like?

Over 200 references quote some aspect of the dancers' costumes, but there are
very few near complete descriptions . About half mention bells and a third the
coat or jacket and all the other elements are in less than a tenth of sources .
Bells and coats occur mostly before 1630. Was this significant or just the
effect of a greater faminliarity existing?
Out of 218 references we find 116 to bells , 70 to coats and jackets , 25 to
hats,
19 to feathers , 18 to shoes , 14 to handkerchiefs/napkins , 11 to
ribbons, 10 to shirts, 10 to sashes and scarves , 8 to swords and weapons, 3
to baldricks , 2 to belts and only one to sticks.
The gaps are interesting . Was the morris not a stick tradition?
At the
beginning of the 17th century only members of the landed ruling class were
allowed to carry weapons and the meaner sort of people and servants were even
normally excluded from serving in the militia . Do the 19th century crossed
baldricks , as suggested by Douglas Kennedy, owe much to the uniforms of the
armu, militia and volunteer companies of the late 18th and early 19th
centuries?
There is no mention at all of the blacking of dancers faces! The study of
masking in other cultures and its degenerate face painting forms suggests that
masks would have had a larger role in England at some time than appears
evident now in our folk cultures.
This needs further investigation.
Technology development can give historical clues.
Modern ribbon making
started at the beginning of the 18th century and centred on Coventry. What
were the few references to ribbons about before that time? Whenwere small
bells suitable for morris costumes first mass produced; surely they were not
a11 hand made?
Whatwas the social context of morris?

There is a tremendous amount of relevant background material accessible now
that can put the development of the morris into its contemporary social
context, as was intended by the publication of the Annals. It was probably
important that from 1620 - 1650 there was great financial hardship ,
economically amongst the most terrible in English history , that from 1641
1660 there was no effective censorship and there was a great overturning ,
questioning , revaluing of everything in England. It is unrealistic to produce
a detailed bibliography , but there are ent ry points
via agrarian , economic and
1
industry

histories

and I enjoyed

Calder's

book

•

Some very relevant background points have proved t o be very difficult to
research. Just how many people died in the Black Death cannot be calculated
but it was probably between a quarter to a third of the population , half the
clergy perished in Oxfordshire and two thirds of the villeins in the Witney
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manor.
The wealth released by the dissolu t ion of the monasteries combined with a
growing shortage of building grade timber l ed to the "Great rebuilding" of the
16th century in stone and brick and the rise of the County Gentry. After the
Commonwealthand the Restoration there was much new building 2 • Where at the
start of the 18th century there were few big houses and manors, at the end
there were a la r ge number of prosperous houses and farms to encourage
visiting.
Somecounties like Northamptonshire lost the 'parish gentry' of the
1640's to the large landed estates and this must have influenced the nature
of patronage available for the morris . In 1705 music, morris dancing and
about 100 buckets , bowls and pans filled with wine, punch and ale accompanied
the laying of the foundation stone of Blenheim Palace .
Little explored as an influence i s the long period of contact with the trend
setting
cultural leading north Europeans; the Burgundians, Dutch and Germans
3
as well as the northe r n Italians.
The peak of wool export was the mid 14th
century and then it changed to the export of cloth through to the 16th
century , mostly organ i sed by the Dutch through Antwerp. Because of the
restrictive practices of the town guilds , English cloth making had spread to
the villages by 1400. Cotswold broadcloth was much in demandon the continent
by the late 15th century while it was still of high quality and much was
exported undyed and undressed. The wealth it brought to the Cotswolds can be
seen everywhere in its buildings . It would be interesting if the guilds that
later sponsored the morris were associated with the northern European trade .
Muchwas imported from Holland in the 17th century ; heavy four-wheeled wagons
and the first stage coaches came from there . The best 19th century morr is
bells that I have heard were expensive in their time and either appearing
silvery or reputedly made of Dutch metal which was an alloy of copper and
since made in thin sheets to imitate gold leaf .
Authors cofflllents

By analogy with elsewhere in the world , a young man' s spring celebratory dance
should have existed as long as there was the t ime and opportunity fo r its
performance , since showing off , boy-meets-girl and lack of money for ale are
universals . We should look for the similarities
within the per ipheral
behaviour of more modern morris men. The morri s in its relationship with
patronage needs largely socially struct ured commun
ities and without it ,
dancing elsewhere in Europe has been inward looking , self indulgent and not
geared to public show. So that people dressed up, danced and celebrated seems
very r easonabl e , although any continuity with historical or even modern morris
is problematical , the morris absorbing such elements into some new
manifestation.
Cecil Sharp and his follo wers developed t heir ideas on the history of the
morris in the wake of Frazer's Golden Bough 4 with its massive collection of
unrelated facts linked by some concept of a commonhuman experience.
The
reality is muchmore complex and the generalisa t ions do not stand , even though
modern research suggests that our society might have had a commonorigin not
too far into the remote past.
I have had to change my perceptions of the early morris , particu l arly with
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regard to the peak of interest from 1580 - 1630; Kempactually was exploiting
a popular activity and King James' exhorting was not just an appeal for a
return to old ways. It does not provide a background for the other English
Morris t raditions , which must therefore be more recent , but these can be
explained in terms of 19th and turn of 20th century activity , except for the
black-face stick-based dances. The history of blacking up, from poaching to
minstrel troupes , at the popular level needs more exploration to decide where
the initial impulse arose
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Dancing and America (part 4)

During her engagement Warren continued to give morris exhibitions.
In the
spring of 1911 Adeline Genee arrived in America to perform in a duet "The
Dryad", limited to two performances as she was due back in London f~r the
festivities surrounding the coronation of George V. Genee invited Warren and
her dancers to share the stage and billing with her , an incredibly generous
offer by this international star , especially since the morris dancers had, at
most, five months' experience . The reviews of these performances naturally
concentrate on the efforts of Genee, with very brief mention of Warren's
troupe .
The Boston Globe was favourably impressed by the "jocund and
bl it hesome. . . four pairs of morris dancers .. " . The Boston Hera 7d was less
kind , sniffing "these dancers , so called, hopped and skipped about and were
applauded. Al ittle of this sort of thing goes a long way". Back in London,
The Times noted "the kind courtesy of Adeline Genee (whomwe all adore) .. who
refused to take precedence over Florence Warden (sic) the mistress to the
Esperance Club dancers , when they met on a NewYork stage , and the one helped
the other to extend the revival of English folk dancing to America". This
same article predicts , "Wemay yet hear of a 'side' of American Morris-men,
multi-mill ionaires every one, dancing the Processional down Wall Street 1
11

Warren next travelled to Hartford , Connecticut, with several of her NewYork
dancers , Over ten days, they instructed approximately 40 Hartford residents
Their efforts culminated in an exhibition at which Warren gave solo
demonstrations of the Somerset step dance and the jig "Jackie to the Fair " 2 •
From Hartford Warren travelled to Albany, NewYork for one of her greatest
successes . Mary Neal had lectured there that February. Neal's lecture and
word of Warren's success in NewYork and Boston led to her being hired for two
weeks. Her teaching was so well received that on June 1 she was hired for
another four weeks with up to 200 additional students expected . The goal of
these classes was a massive display of morris dancing as part of the Fourth
of July celebrations in Albany. At that time , t here was a national campaign
to promote a "safe and sane" holiday , and the morris was considered a safe
alternative to the large firecrackers and firing of guns that 1ed to an
appalling death rate each year .
On the Fourth itself, despite 104° heat , "the feature of the day's events was
easily the morris . . . Arrangements were excellent and an immensecrowd was able
to see the pretty dances . Everywhere was heard expressions of approval "At
the conclusion of the display , it was hoped that morris dancing would become
an annual part of Albany's Fourth of July festivities . Morris did indeed
appear in the 1912 celebrat ions. The Times Union lists the names of 68 girls
and 16 boys who danced "Howdo you do, Sir " and 17 girls who danced "Princess
Royal
Whether or not the tradition continued in other years is not known
to me 3 •
11

•

I have had the recent good fortune to contact the three daughters of Florence
Warren Brownand they have been very generous in sharing their memories with
me. Their information is only l imited in that Florrie never talked about her
1ife in England and none of her daughters developed an interest in morris
during their childhood .
Arthur and Florence Brownli ved briefly in Longmeadow
, Massachusetts and t hen
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Berkeley, California . Their first child, Cicely Mary (named for Mary Neal)
was born there. Arthur Brownwas soon transferred to the Chicago area where
he and Florrie settled in River Forest , Illinois , where they lived for the
remainder of their lives and their other two daughters , Dorothy Emmeline
(named for EmmelinePethick-Lawrence) and Vida were born 4 •
In 1915 Florence Warren Brownco-authored a book on children's games 5 • Her
three daughters remenber that Florrie taught English folk dance locally while
they were growing up but did not learn the dances themselves . To this day,
none of them has seen a morris performance and they were surprised to hear of
the number of active American teams.
In 1937 Florrie and her husband celebrated their 25th wedding anniver sary with
a trip to England. Events there included a reunion of the Esperance dancers
with Mary Neal,
where Florrie and others danced "Jackie to the Fair" for old
times sake 6 •
The Brownsisters have kindly shared with me their mother's hand written dance
notes whi ch include instructions for nine morris dances and 32 country dances.
These were clearly written and used in America as they are headed by Florrie's
married name and a Chicago address . They are significant in that they
document the style Warren taught in America early in this century . One
unfortunate omission is the Somerset step dance which Warren performed and
apparently has disappeared in England before it could be recorded 7 • Warren's
daughters do not recognise the name of this dance and knowledge of it seems
to have died with her . I have transcribed the morris section of the Florence
Warren Brown manuscript8 and it has been published in the 1992 edition of
Country Dance and Song •
Vida Brown, the youngest daughter , made a career of another style of dance,
becoming an accomplished ballerina with the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo and
other troupes before joining the NewYork City Ballet where she served for
several years as Ballet Mistress , working closely with George Ballanchine .
Her only recent exposure to morris came a few years ago in NewYork City when
she overheard a conversation by two men who were apparently dancers . She
introduced herself and briefly described how her mother had helped bring the
morris to America. The dancers however had never heard of Florrie Warren,
apparently did not believe her and weren't interested.
While Warren was finding success in America, Mary Neal was back in England,
witnessing a steady shift of fortune away from her and towards her rival Cecil
Sharp. In June 1911 cDntrol of morris dancing at Stratford on Avonwas taken
from her and given to Sharp. Her dancing activities ceased in 1914 with the
onset of war and she was not directly involved with morris again up to her
death in 1944. Mary Neal does appear one more time in American newspapers.
This was in 1913, at a time when society was scandalised by dance innovations
such as the turkey trot and the tango . Helen Storrow, amongothers , thought
the turkey

trot

should

be banned .

New dances were invented

and old dances

revived as substitutes for these unacceptable innovations . The NewYork Times
quotes one instructor who sought to replace the tango with the Highland Fling ,
"menof character are glad to quit the tango for a substitute that gives them
the enjoyment of music and muscular exercise . .... " Against this backdrop Mary
Neal offered her advice ; first she states that she had never seen the turkey
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trot "danced so disgustingly" as at a recent English ball where the dance had
to be stopped to restore decency.
Then she offers more acceptable
alternatives.
While the morris would not make a good substitute for the
tango, "I have heard it said that the sword dance would make a charming figure
in a a cotillion."
Neal then goes on to strongly push Playford dances as
tango substitutes.
Not only are they graceful, social and flirtatious
but
"there is no hugging in them
.
.
.
In
some
there
is
kissing,
which
ca~
of
course, be easily omitted" 9 •
'
Prior to the 1905 revival of morris dancing in England, someAmericans had at
least a rudimentary understanding that morris dancing existed, most likely
from old 10literary references and occasional descriptions such as Washington
Irving's
• Professional dancers created their version of a "morris dance" on
Broadwayin 1861. A single performance of uncertain inspiration is documented
in New Hampshire in 1898. A few composers wrote fanciful morris music.
However, there is no definite reference to true morris in 18th or 19th cent ury
America.
Between 1905 and 1920 American familiarity with morris increased with reports
of the revival in England. During this time, the first illustrated article
on morris was published in a widely read American journal and the first
American books with instructions for morris dancing were published. At least
two Americans attended the first morris classes at Stratford on Avon in 1920
and others would follow in later years u. Of more importance, America was
sensitized to the upcoming introduction of morris dancing by our own growing
folk dance movement.
WhenSharp arrived in NewYork in December1914 he did not encounter a country
completely ignorant of morris dancing. Indeed, some of the local school
children had been taught morris over the past six years. Due to the stimulus
of Elizabeth Burchenal and her colleagues, in 1912 alone an estimated 25,000
NewYork school children had been taught folk dance, including morris 12 •
Sharp's arrival was also just days after the fourth anniversary of Florrie
Warren's first American performance. Since then, several hundred Americans
in several east coast cities had been taught directly by Warren. Warren and
her dancers had performed at high society functions, at massive outdoor
displays and at prestigious theatres and all this had been duly reported by
the press. Also in 1913 Claud Wright would arrive from England and further
contribute to American morris dancing.
Elizabeth Burchenal's work is little known in the morris community. Neal and
Warren's work remains under-appreciated in England and all but unknown in
America. The latter is largely due to the passage of 75 years since the
Esperance dancers faded from the scene. However, a more sinister "deliberate
suppress ion" of information about the past has been suspected by some 13 •
By no means is this article meant to belittle Sharp. His contributions and
those of the people he worked with such as Helen Storrow, MayGadd and Lily
Conant are extensive, valuable and of lasting effect.
It would be an
unfortunate error, however, to continue to ignore the work of Florrie Warren,
Mary Neal and the Physical Education professionals such as Elizabeth
Burchenal, for it was they who first brought the morris to America.
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Rhett Krause
Footnotes
1. Boston Herald , May 4, 1911, p7 and May 6, 1911, p2; Boston Globe, May 6, 1922, p2; The Times, July 22,
1911, pllc. In 1929 another morris dance performance was given at Carnegie Hall by a touring EFDSScompany
including Douglas Kennedy and Joan Sharp (Cecil's daughter) ; the lead singer was Clive Carey, the former
Esperance music director ; NewYork Times, Nov 3, 1929, pl6:2 and Nov 10, 1929, p24:3
2. Hartford Daily Courant, May 20, 1911, p14. A programme of this peformance was published in American
Morris Mewsletter 11 :3 (1987) although the identity of the dancers and other background information were
not known at that time
3. (Albany) Times Union for 1911 on May 10 (pl), June 2 (p2), June 24 (p5) and July 5 (p5); Knickerbocker
Press, May 23, 1911.
4 . Cice l Y Brown (now Mrs A. Everett Joslyn of Oak Park, Ill i noi s), Dorothy Brown (now Mrs W Kosek of
Lynwood, Illinois),
Vida Brown (now Mrs S 01 inick of Washington, D.C.), Florence Warren Brown (1887 - 1944) ,
Arthur Brown (1875 - 1963)
5. Brown and Boyd, Old English and American Games
6. Pethick - Lawrence, My Part p139
7. Dommett, personal communication
8. Krause, in Country Dance and Song, (1992) 22, pp25- 35
9. Kar pel es, Cecil Sharp. p84. Despite her earlier enthusiasm for teaching morris to both sexes, Neal had
a curious chamge of view, writing in the late 1930' s, "I realised, in a devastating moment, that these
dances were the remains of a purely masculine ceremonial ... that by putting womenon to this masculine
rhythm I had quite innocently broken a law of cosmic ritual and stirred up disharmony . . I believe now that
this misuse of the Morris Dance was the reason for the bitter estrangement between my colleagues and myself "
quoted in Judge , Mary Neal, p575. Springfield (Mass) Union, Feb 20, 1914, p4; NewYork Times, Aug 24, 1913,
V:l
10. Jane Garry, "The Literary

History of the Morris Dance", Folklore, 94 : ii (1983) 219- 228

11. The Times, Aug 12, 1910
12. NewYork Times, Feb 24, 1912, pll
13. Certainly this was the suspicion of Margaret Dean Smith, former editor of the EFDSSJournal, who wrote,
"The 'blank' of that period seems to be a moral or i!TYTioral
one. By 1912 Mary Neal had, I think , more or
less given up the struggle and subsequent EFDSSmembers either genuinely knew nothing of her work, or knew
of it only as a minor stumbling block by that time fortunately removed. Of Sharp's debt to Mary Neal (would
he ever have started without her?) nothing was said.
It looks so like deliberate suppression of a
disagreeable'
parapolitics'
story, with all the past deliberately shoved behind an iron curtain" Margaret
Dean Smith to Cli ve Carey (Sep 12, 1962), Carey Collection, Vaughan Williams Memorial Library. Cecil Sharp
House, London.
Note: error in footnotes for the previous extract in vol 12, number 2, there should be a superscript
after the paragraph ending" . .. Shepherd ' s Hey" .
The next two paragraphs then carry the footnote numbers 16 and 17 (not 15 and 16).

15

This concludes the extracts from Rhett's article , originally
volumes 21 and 22 of Country Dance and Song in 1992.

in
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NOTICEBOARD
VaughanWilliams Memorial Lectures
I have been asked to publicise this year's lectures at Cecil Sharp House.
They take place at 7.30pm, admission free .
Cecil Sharp House, if you've not been, is at 2 Regent's Park Road, LondonNWl
Friday 25th February is by RoyJudge on "Merrie England and the Morris"
Friday

25th March is

by I an Russe11 on "Taking the

Mickey:

understanding how parody works in tradition"

Do get along if you can!

Bookworms!
MORRIS
ANDCOUNTRY
DANCE
BOOKS
BOUGHT
ANDSOLD- ESPECIALLY
EARLY
SHARP.
SENDSAEFORCURRENT
LIST TO;
ROGER
BARNES
4 POUND
CLOSE
LI NG
TON
DUCK
OXON
OX87TH

Appeal
Help the Aged are asking that in the European Year of the Family, teams
consider putting aside one day or one event towards fund-raising for
them. They will assist with publicity, information, collection permits
etc .
If you want to consider this , then contact Julia
683908.
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Sword Dancing in Britain
This is a recently published annotated biography (34pages) which covers
all the references to sword dancing found in the Vaughan Williams
memorial library by the author , Stephen Corrsin . He also refers to one
or two important sources not in the library . A must for teams or
individuals who want to know all there is about the history - past and
present - of Sword dancing .
It is published by EFDSS
, at £3 plus £1 post and packing , please send
cheques to EFDSS
, Cecil Sharp House, 2 Regents Park Rd, LondonNWl 7AY
.
Please ask for leafle t number 21.

Editor's note , I see that the same author has just published a survey
of the extent of sword dancing in the US and Canada - maybe usefu l to
teams th inking of travelling there . You need to look at American
Morr is Newsletter , Volume17, number 3.

Useful publications
For those of you in Britain (and the Antipodes) who want to know more
of the Ame
r ica n cont i nent ' s interest in morris dancing , there are two
useful sources (especially if you are planning tours) :
has just changed its editor (it has been Jim
Brickwedde for many years) , now it i s being run by -

Amer ican Mor ri s News l etter

Sally Lackman, 10408 InwoodAvenue, Sil ver Spring , MD 20902, USA
.
Subscrip ti ons ar e $14 f r om Europe, Australia or NewZealand.
For this you get t hr ee i ssues a year , occasional reprints of important
ar ticles and the annual directory of Morris Sides in North America.
Country Dance and Song Soc i et y publish

an Annual Directory l isting
countr y and ritu al dance groups for United States (and a few in
Canada) . They al so do an annual journa l and a newsletter and - where
some people from England end up teaching(!) - run the Pinewoods folk
camps.
For more details contact Caroline Batson for cur rent subscription rate s
at 17, New South Str eet , Northampton, MA01060, USA
.
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